FRANCE:

AMERICAN FIRST ARMY TROOPS HAVE COMPLETED THE ENCIRCLEMENT OF AACHEN AND ARE NOW FINALLY LINKED UP TO THE EAST OF THAT CITY. LAST NIGHT, FIRST ARMY TROOPS BEAT BACK A DESPERATE GERMAN EFFORT TO BREAK THROUGH THE AMERICAN RING AROUND AACHEN. THE GERMANS HAVE BEEN TRYING THEIR BEST TO BREAK THROUGH TO THE DEFENDERS IN THE CITY. THE NAZIS IN THE CITY TWICE ATTEMPTED TO BREAK OUT OF THE RING BUT THEY WERE REPULSED. INSIDE THE CITY, THE HOUSE TO HOUSE FIGHTING IS STILL GOING ON AND AMERICAN BIG GUNS ARE POUNDING THAT PART OF THE CITY WHERE THE NAZIS ARE STILL HOLDING OUT. THE ALLIED SEVENTH ARMY IN ITS NEW DRIVE IN THE VOSGES FOOT-HILLS HAS PUSHED FORWARD ABOUT FOUR MILES. ALLIED TROOPS ALL ALONG THE FRONT IN THE WEST ARE HEAVILY ATTACKING ALTHOUGH THE WEATHER IS NOT GOOD.

THE BRITISH SECOND ARMY ADVANCING THROUGH MARSHLAND AND MUD HAS PUSHED INTO THE TOWN OF VENRAY ABOUT 5 MILES FROM THE MAAS RIVER AND 8 MILES FROM THE GERMAN BORDER. OTHER SECOND ARMY TROOPS ATTACKING EASTWARD BETWEEN NIEPMEREN AND NIEPENBERGH WERE LAST REPORTED TO HAVE REACHED THE MAAS RIVER FIVE MILES FROM GERMANY. CANADIAN TROOPS ARE MAKING GOOD GAINS IN THE SCHELDT POCKET. GERMAN RESISTANCE HAS NOT BARELY SLACKENED IN THE POCKET. THE GERMAN POSITION IN THE SCHELDT POCKET IS GROWING MORE SERIOUS HOURLY.

THE GERMANS ANNOUNCED TODAY THAT THE RUSSIANS HAVE LAUNCHED A FULL SCALE OFFENSIVE ON A 25 MILE FRONT NORTH OF WARSAW AND HAVE REACHED THE EAST RUSSIAN BORDER FROM THE EAST. THE NAZIS ALSO SAID THAT THE RAD IS ATTACKING SOUTH OF EAST PRUSSIA ACROSS THE BRIDGEHEAD FROM THE NIEMEN RIVER. MOSCOW HAS NOTHING TO SAY ABOUT THE NEW OFFENSIVE. RUSSIAN TROOPS HAVE TAKEN ANOTHER 100 PLACES IN TRANSYLVANIA. RUSSIAN AND YUGOSLAV TROOPS ARE ENGAGED IN VERY BITTER FIGHTING IN THE STREETS OF BELGRADE.

RUSSIA:

THE NAZIS CLAIM THEIR KNIGHTS HAVE ESTABLISHED A NATIONAL SOCIALIST GOVERNMENT IN HUNGARY AND THEY SAY THAT ADRIAL HORTHY IS NO LONGER THE HEAD OF THE HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT. THE POOR GERMANS SAY THAT HORTHY'S DECISION TO GET OUT OF THE WAR "HAS STRUCK A GREAT BLOW AT GERMANY'S WAR EFFORT." THE NAZIS ALSO ADMIT THAT THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE FIRST HUNGARIAN ARMY ALONG WITH HIS CHIEF OF STAFF HAS GONE OVER TO THE RUSSIANS AND THE GERMANS SAY THAT THE COMMANDER OF ANOTHER HUNGARIAN ARMY HAS BEEN DISMISSED. IT IS REPORTED THAT HIMMLER, CHIEF OF THE DEAT GESTAPO, HAS BEEN FLOWN TO BUDAPEST. GERMAN SS TROOPS ARE REPORTED TO BE PANNING THE STREETS OF HUNGARIAN CITIES. THERE ARE ALSO REPORTS THAT HUNGARIAN TROOPS HAVE KILLED WITH HUNGARIAN QUISLINGS AND GERMAN TROOPS.

ITALY:

NEW ZEALAND TROOPS OF THE EIGHTH ARMY ARE ADVANCING NORTH OF THE MARE DI BOLOGNA ROAD. THE NAZIS ARE THROWING EVERYTHING THEY HAVE AT THE FIFTH ARMY IN AN ATTEMPT TO PREVENT THE FIFTH FROM BREAKING THROUGH TO BOLOGNA. BRITISH TROOPS HAVE LIBERATED THE GREEK ISLAND OF NAXOS SOUTH OF ATHENS. BRITISH SHIPS ARE UNLOADING MORE TROOPS AT ATHENS. WHEN THE GERMAN'S PULLED OUT OF ATHENS, THEY TOOK ALL THE FOOD AND CLOTHES THEY COULD FIND. MOST OF THE GREEK POPULATION IS IN HUNGER AND SUFFERING FROM MALNUTRITION.

PACIFIC:

GOOD NEWS STILL FLOWS IN FROM THE PACIFIC. ADMIRAL NILITZ ANNOUNCED TODAY THAT CONTINUED
In recent raids on Formosa, the Ryukyu Islands and the Northern Philippines, no less than 843 Japanese planes were destroyed and 77 were probably destroyed. The Admiral also said that the Japanese fleet did show up off Formosa but that they had had away without firing a shot after seeing the size of the American task force.

Carrier planes raided northern Luzon in the Philippines yesterday and are reported to be raiding airfields in the Manila Bay district today. Japanese planes tried to intercept the York fleet off the Northern Philippines on Sunday. Thirty-nine (39) Japanese planes were shot down. The battle was going on again yesterday. The Americans suffered no damage to their carriers and battleships but two medium sized ships suffered aerial torpedo hits and withdrew from action.

United States Super Forts returned to Formosa again for the third time in four days. American carrier planes have carried out more attacks on the big island and have shot down another 89 planes. American bombers operating from China have sunk a Japanese cruiser and disabled several other naval vessels in the China Sea. Several merchant ships were sunk in Hong Kong Harbor.

American heavy bombers have carried out another very heavy raid on the Japanese-controlled oil refineries at Balik Pan on Dutch Borneo. Thirty-nine (39) Japanese fighters were shot down during the attack.
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